
Spaces worthy
of your best work
Architectural Walls Overview



 
  
  
  

    
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Product Overview
American Office is more than just furniture. We offer a 
variety of interior solutions, including architectural walls, 
which provide visual and acoustical privacy as well as an 
attractive way to define space. Our team will work with 
you to design the space that fits your style, budget, and
functional needs.

What wall lines do we carry? Muraflex, KI, Environamics, Herman 
Miller, and Trendway.

Why do we carry them? We believe it is never “one size fits all”.  Our 
wall lines offer different features, details and price-points to tailor 
your project.

How can we help? Consultations to discuss specific project 
requirements, provide budget or fixed pricing, provide technical 
details, provide floor plans and elevations, showroom tours and full 
project support from initial order to project management and 
completion.

KIMURAFLEX TRENDWAY

ENVIRONAMICS



Offering a wide range of demountable wall products, 
manufactured in Montreal, Canada, and providing sleek 
European design in a North American made product.

MIMO 
A minimal and modern system providing flexibility within the track to 
quickly meet the changing needs of today’s workplace.

FINO
An elegant slim-line wall that consist of a minimal kit of parts for a 
quick and easy installation.

QUADRO
With its picture  frame-like  details,  QUADRO outlines every 
elevation as though it were a piece of art.

EXPO 
A telescoping wall system that allows you to create the space you 
want, encouraging you to think about square footage differently.
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KI architectural walls strike the perfect balance between 
design and function.  The result is an environment that is 
visually inspiring and seamlessly functional. KI offers 
quick installation, minimal construction and waste, ease 
of reconfiguration, and fewer external trades to manage. 

GENIUS
Customizable designs and configurations with a product depth to 
achieve any look in any environment.

LIGHTLINE
Pre-assembled, unitized glass system dedicated to the enhancement 
of light. Thinner, smaller rectilinear profiles go practically unnoticed.

EVOKE
Breakthrough alternative to drywall – installs faster and easier with a 
stronger acoustical privacy than drywall.

GENIUS
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Beautiful, high-quality architectural interior walls at a fair 
price.  Made in the USA and designed with a concern for 
the sustainability of our environment. 

SYMBIO® 
Moveable walls designed for change – flexible and future-ready. 
Symbio® offers the structural permanence of constructed walls with 
the versatility and cost savings of a panel system.

SLIMLINE
Sleek and sophisticated within an open floor plan – yet easily closed 
for a more focused work or meeting activities while retaining natural 
light and visual connectivity. Slimline Glass Walls offer virtually 
limitless possibilities to create open and collaborative office 
environments. SYMBIO

SYMBIOSLIMLINESLIMLINE



Designed to transform an open floorplan, Overlay is a 
partial height wall solution made of a minimal kit of 
parts/panels to help you define your space by creating 
freestanding rooms or just simply divide space. Due to its 
simple panel based design, it is fast to build and easy to 
relocate to redefine space in the future as needs change. 

OVERLAY 
Creates unique customizable spaces ranging from small individual 
focus areas, to group engagement areas, to more private enclosed 
meeting spaces. 

HAVEN

COVE COVE MEETING



Three wall products that work together to achieve the 
price, privacy, function, and appearance you need.

CLEAR WALL 
Divides and defines space beautifully.  The pure flow of glass 
storefront and transparent corners complements any architectural 
setting.

VOLO 
Brings your space to life with speed, ease, and performance.  Volo 
can create the aesthetic of custom millwork or perform like 
traditional drywall, with the practical advantages of movable walls.

TRENDWALL
A more sustainable solution than drywall, ensuring reduced resource 
consumption and less waste to landfill. Trendwall provides a smaller 
product offering to keep costs to a minimum.

CLEAR VOLO TRENDWALL



For more information, 
please contact us at:
walls@americanoffice.com
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